ACS CONTROLLED

G.E. SENTROL DOOR CONTACT:
1045T-N
- OR -
10760-N
- OR -
1078C-N

CLOSER ARM
LCN 4041 TRIARM

VON DUPRIN 99L
EXIT DEVICE OR
33L FOR NARROW
STYLE GLASS
DOOR OR 99L
OPTION

39 13/16" TO
FINISHED
FLOOR

INTERIOR VIEW
36" TO 48"
DOOR

OPTIONAL ATW
SIREN / SOUNDER
SINGLE GANG
SGST-W

EXTERIOR TRIM
IS REQUIRED
VON DUPRIN E996L
TRIM W/ SCHLAGE
I.C. HOUSING
(LARGE FORMAT)

EXTERIOR VIEW
36" TO 48"
DOOR

NOTE:
1. FOR NEW DOOR SPECIFY EPT10 VON DUPRIN POWER TRANSFER HINGE.
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